associated PAGE FENCE distributors maintain a national consulting, estimating and fence erecting service of special interest and value to golf club presidents, directors, greens chairmen and keepers.

Write for complete information about PAGE golf fence and name of nearest PAGE FENCE distributor.

PAGE FENCE ASSOCIATION
Dept. G7
Bridgeport, Connecticut
America's First Wire Fence—Since 1883

PREVENT
BROWN PATCH

MERCURY is the active ingredient which controls BROWN PATCH.

Leading Turf Authorities have found Fungicides are effective in proportion to their MERCURY CONTENT and endorse a Mixture of 2/3 Calomel and 1/3 Corrosive Sublimate for EFFECTIVE and MOST ECONOMICAL RESULTS.

PFIZER MERCURIAL MIXTURE contains 51% MERCURY and has proved most satisfactory to Foremost Clubs.

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR

PFIZER MERCURIAL MIXTURE
Corrosive Sublimate
Calomel
CHAS. PFIZER & CO., Inc.
444 W. Grand Ave. 81 Maiden Lane
Chicago New York

of any district in America and I think that the basic reason for this high standard is the length of time good men have spent at the courses. Charley Nuttall has been at Fox Chapel twelve years, John Quaill has been at Highland for more than fourteen years as greenkeeper and was born and raised on the course, Bob Smith has been at Westmoreland better than twelve years and Davie Bell has been at St. Clair more than ten years.”

A golf course equipment exhibition and demonstration sponsored by the Western N. Y. Greenkeepers' Ass'n., and planned to be conducted annually, was presented at the Genesee Valley Park muny course, June 8. Custer Stallman of Durand-Eastman Park course was in charge of the event which was well attended and successful in every respect. Greenkeepers from Canada and other sections of New York state helped to swell the attendance.

A brown-patch control dye demonstration was made by Al Schardt of Wanakah CC (Buffalo district). The entertainment committee, headed by Jim Connaughton, Monroe CC; Bob Henderson, Buffalo CC; and James Reid, Ridgemont CC, president of the Western N. Y. group, brought the day to a close with an informal and pleasant session.

DR. S. W. EDGECOMBE, extension horticulturist, will continue the work with the greenkeepers of Iowa formerly conducted by V. T. Stoutemyer of the Iowa State College staff. Stoutemyer is going with the Division of Plant Exploration and Introduction, Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture at the Glenn Dale, Md., station.

Iowa greenkeeping owes a great deal to the abilities, interest and energy of Stoutemyer who was a moving spirit of the successful short courses at the state school and worked closely with greenkeepers on their field problems.

Trade Tournaments for Extra Funds—Shackamaxon CC, N. Y. Met. district private club that rarely permits a trade tournament, let down the bars once this year. The income was spent for a new tractor the club needed badly. It's not a bad idea for segregation trade tournament funds for new equipment purchases when trade tournaments are infrequently permitted,